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Parking Permits change format 

 

CEPC Parking Permits are changing to a new 

square format this year and, from now on, will 

be reissued to residents each year in May. 

Responding to feedback from permit users, 

the new format and process will help to 

overcome some of the issues of misuse and 

abuse that were experienced with the old 

system. There are still no charges to 

residents for the first issue of their annual 

permit, and we hope that the revised format 

will be easier to read and use. We are also 

developing a new format of Short Stay and 

Visitors Permit for use by residents, both of 

which should be available within the next 

couple of months.  

 

Letters seeking confirmation of your vehicles 

details have now been sent out to all 

residents and you will be seeing the new 

format permits appearing on vehicles  

very soon. If you have not received your 

registration details confirmation letter, or have 

any queries about our permits or the new 

system, please get in contact with us at 

info@cepc.org.uk 

 

 
 

Investment in new road 
surfaces and street lighting 
 

Residents of York Terrace West and 

Nottingham Terrace are the latest terraces to 

have an upgrade to their road surface and 

street lighting as part of the CEPC’s 

infrastructure investment programme. 

Following the resurfacing of Park Square East 

just before Christmas, work at York Terrace 

West is now well under way and the new red 

surface should be completed around the first 

week in June.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As part of the upgrade, the pavements at the 

exit to Allsop Place are also being re-worked 

to make them more accessible and easier to 

use. New street lighting power supplies and 

lanterns are then being installed to complete 

the picture. Those familiar with the roadway 

will notice that the old speed humps will have 

been removed as part of the works. The 

CEPC will be carrying out a survey of 

residents to decide if the humps are really 

needed and should be reinstated, or if the 

road should be left without them. 
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Spring comes to the CEPC 
gardens 

 

Residents will have noticed the unusually long 

flowering season for the daffodils this year, 

stretching from January right through to May. 

Spring enables the CEPC gardening team to 

showcase their creative planting, most 

conspicuous in Park Square and Crescent 

gardens. But the Snowy Mespilus (below) in 

the CEPC’s Stirling Square garden, just off Pall 

Mall, are particularly resplendent at the 

moment. The Pagoda Lilly (above, right) is 

often considered a fussy plant requiring 

exacting conditions; however this variety has 

found Park Square to be quite accommodating. 

We hope residents will enjoy the introduction of 

new varieties of lilacs; these fragrant species 

will only be in flower for a few more weeks. 

 

 

 

Are dogs really a problem? 

As the only CEPC gardens where dogs are 

allowed access, Park Square and Crescent 

garden users are being given the opportunity 

this spring to give their views about dog related 

issues. A survey asking for feedback was 

circulated following increasing problems from 

fouling and dogs being let off their leads. It is 

hoped that the results of the survey will help us 

decide how best to tackle the problems, 

without upsetting too many four legged friends.  

 

 

Don’t miss-out – get all the 

CEPC’s news on Twitter 
 

The easiest and quickest way to get the 

latest CEPC news is to follow us on Twitter 

using @CEPavingCOMM. You can get up-

to-date information about any works in your 

terrace or the surrounding roads, plus news 

about issues affecting the park. Just below 

are some recently tweeted forget-me-nots - 

to remind you to join us on Twitter!  
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